What is

Managed Careand
How is itRegulated?

Pamela J. Simpson, RN, MSA, CPHQ

Author’s note: As of July 1, 2007, CAHQ Journal article deadline submission,
the California Department of Health Services (DHS) was reorganized into two
separate agencies: the California Department of Health Care Services (DHCS) and
the California Department of Public Health (CDPH). All references to the DHS in
the article below refer to the previous organization.
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health plan. While this is a streamlined

regarding concerns expressed about
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(Prior to July 1, 2000, the Department
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It has long been the belief that managed care needs to be regulated since
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aged care environment. A person must

the quality of health care.
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health care in California.)
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financially stable. Since July 1, 2000
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countable and robust managed care

In practice, the Department has
several functions:
Surveys: California Managed Care

and promoting the interests of enroll-

• Quality Management

ees. Its scope includes full service health

• Grievances and Appeals (member

complaints)

Filing and Reporting: The DMHC

Notes from NAHQ

• Access and Availability

maintains a great deal of informa-

By Kathy Chai

• Utilization Management (referrals

tion about each of the health plans

Heidi Benson, our current NAHQ

and authorizations)

it licenses. This information includes

President has had a great deal of

• Overall plan performance in meet-

licensing and financial data that have

information to share. I will recap some

ing enrollees’ health care needs.

been provided by plans, and is used to

of her President’s message here. Please

At completion of the survey, which

ensure that health plans provide medi-

feel free to contact Heidi at

involves pre-survey review of relevant

cally necessary services to Californians

heidi.benson@lpnt.net if you would

documents submitted by the plan,

and that plans stay financially solvent to

like to speak with her directly.

on-site review of additional documents

be able to provide access to care.

and case files and interviews of key plan

On May 16–18, 2007, a 21-mem-

One of the goals of the Knox-Keene

ber task force met to assess NAHQ’s

representatives, a preliminary report is

Act is to ensure the financial stability of

governance structures and processes.

submitted to the Department by the

HMOs in California so that consum-
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surveyors. The plan is sent this report

ers are protected. In order to achieve

us that changes were needed if we

and responds if deficiencies or find-

this goal, the Act and its underlying

were serious about optimally meeting

ings are reported. Once the response is

regulations mandate that HMOs file

the needs of our diverse healthcare

received and reviewed, the Department

specific financial statements with the

quality profession, developing leaders,

issues a final report which is available

Department, which has full jurisdiction

engaging members in important work,

to the public on the DMHC’s web site.

over the plans. The DMHC web site

improving two-way communication,

A follow-up survey is performed within

also provides a link for plans to submit

and achieving our association’s vision.

16 months of the date of the Final

their required Quarterly Grievance

To quote George C. Lichtenberg, “I

Report to the Public File for deficien-

Reports, Quarterly and Annual Claims

cannot say whether things will get bet-

cies identified in the survey that remain

Settlement Practices Reports, Annual

ter if we change; what I can say is they

uncorrected.

Provider Dispute Resolution Report,

must change if they are to get better.”

and Block Transfer Filing Forms (used

Within the next month, the board

Surveys may also perform an Investiga-

when health plans must transfer a group

will share recommendations from the

tive Medical Survey as often as deemed

/ block of enrollees from one provider

Governance Assessment Task Force

necessary by DMHC’s Director. This

or hospital to another due to termina-

with the Leadership Council, and

is to protect the interests of managed

tion of the provider or hospital).

team leaders. Further opportunities to

The Department’s Division of Plan

care members. Such a survey may focus

Any individual may access certain

discuss the proposal will occur at the

on any aspect of the plan’s operations

information about any health plan

such as utilization review, quality

licensed through the DMHC, such as

management, or any other activity that

financial reporting, medical surveys,

the upcoming months will include

has raised concern at the Department.

and investigative surveys, as well as any

the formal unveiling of NAHQ’s new

Topics of non-routine surveys in the

enforcement actions taken by the De-

visual identity and messaging cam-

recent past include mental health parity

partment. This can be done through the

paign at the conference in Boston. We

(to determine if health plans are abiding

web site or by contacting the Depart-

also plan to release the first issue of a

by the California law requiring equality

ment directly.

new and improved newsletter, NAHQ

of mental health benefits with medical
benefits) and provider dispute resolution
processes.

Enforcement: The goal of the Office
of Enforcement is to ensure complisee Managed Care, page 49

national conference.
Other changes you’ll enjoy during

E-News, in late summer. NAHQ is
also improving the appearance and
see NAHQ, page 28
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process would be useful in building

health plans, disease management pro-

ance with the Knox-Keene Act through

standard measures of quality over

grams, and credentialing verification or-

timely, aggressive action against health

health plans. NCQA’s website, www.

ganizations (CVOs), as well as Quality

plan violations. It is also responsible

ncqa.org, defines its mission and vision

Plus, a more recent program designed

for handling the litigation needs of the

as follows:

to include newer models of plans, such

DMHC, representing it in actions to
enforce the managed care laws.
When a health plan violates the Act,

Mission: To improve the quality of
health care.

as consumer-directed plans. NCQA’s
focus is primarily on the outcomes of

Vision: To transform health care

care and not as much on the structure

the Director of the DMHC is autho-

quality through measurement, transpar-

and processes of the health plan, which

rized to take a variety of actions. This

ency and accountability.

differentiates the organization from its

may include assessing administrative,

Over the past 17 years NCQA has

competitors. NCQA does not survey

civil and criminal penalties. It may also

become the “gold standard” by which

any aspect of a plan’s financial opera-

include issuing a cease and desist order

managed care plans are measured.

tions, nor does it survey vision or dental

requiring the plan to stop the offending

Accreditation is a voluntary activity,

plans. NCQA’s most recent products

action. Under all of these circumstances

a choice to be made by the officers of

focus on physician practices and include

the plans are afforded due process pro-

the health plan. To be accredited by

diabetes recognition, cardiovascular

tections and given notice and a hearing

NCQA means that the health plan has

recognition, and physician practice con-

to contest or defend their actions. As

demonstrated excellence not only in the

nections. Employer groups and health

a final alternative, health plans have

core systems and process that make up

plans nationally use these recognition

recourse through the court system.

a health plan, but the actual results that

programs to institute pay for perfor-

the plan achieves on key dimensions of

mance (P4P) systems. P4P rewards phy-

National Committee on Quality
Assurance (NCQA)

care and service, as well. Over the years

sicians for improving quality outcomes

most plans have learned that NCQA

of care and is used widely in California.

In addition to meeting the licensing re-

accreditation is necessary if they want

For the past two years California has

quirements outlined in the Knox-Keene

to remain competitive with purchas-

hosted the national P4P summit be-

Act and monitored by the DMHC,

ers of health care. The different aspects

cause of its early programs in P4P with

California managed care plans have

evaluated by NCQA for an HMO are

Integrated Healthcare Associates and

the option of becoming accredited by

quality improvement (QI), utilization

the Pacific Business Group on Health.

the National Committee on Quality

management (UM), credentialing and

Assurance (NCQA). NCQA is to man-

recredentialing (CR), members’ rights

revisions to its regulations; it is af-

aged care as the Joint Commission is

and responsibilities (RR), standards for

fected bylegislative Health Care Bills,

to hospital and ambulatory healthcare

member connections (MEM), and HE-

which in turn direct the changes in the

organizations. NCQA, based in Wash-

DIS / CAHPS performance measures.

regulations. Revisions are not made

ington, D.C., was founded in 1990 by

HEDIS focuses on rigorous outcomes

every year, taking time to be completed

a group that represented the managed

of preventive and chronic care, and

by Legal Oversight. Not mandated by

care industry, purchasers of healthcare

CAHPS is a satisfaction survey about

law, as is the DMHC, NCQA has the

insurance (employer groups), and the

dimensions of care and service of the

flexibility to make changes at will, and

healthcare delivery systems. There was

health plan or PPO.

has done so every year in revising its

1

2

DMHC is mandated by law to make

recognition that managed care was not

NCQA offers accreditation programs

standards. The organization continues

being operated consistently throughout

for HMOs, PPOs, managed behavioral

to obtain input from the managed care

the country, and that an accreditation

health organizations (MBHOs), new

industry, from providers of healthcare,
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from purchaser groups (including the
federal Centers for Medicare and Med-

NCQA consultant and surveyor.

there are approximately 25 measures

Grace Jimenez-Hennessy, RN, BSN,

for each.

icaid Services (CMS and state policy

MHA, Staff HealthCare Service Plan

makers), and national consumer groups,

Analyst, California Department of

Providers and Systems (CAHPS)

and attempts to meet the needs of each

Managed Health Care.

evaluates patients’ experience with

to the extent possible.
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Footnotes

care and service. Its use is not exclu-
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